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We study adiabatic charge transfer in a superconducting Cooper-pair pump, focusing on the influence of
current measurement on coherence. We investigate the limit where the Josephson coupling energyEJ between
the various parts of the system is small compared to the Coulomb charging energyEC . In this case, the charge
transferred in a pumping cycleQP;2e, the charge of one Cooper pair: The main contribution is due to
incoherent Cooper-pair tunneling. We are particularly interested in the quantum correction toQP , which is due
to coherent tunneling of pairs across the pump and which depends on the superconducting phase differencew0

between the electrodes; 12QP /(2e);(EJ /EC)cosw0. A measurement ofQP tends to destroy the phase
coherence. We first study an arbitrary measuring circuit and then specific examples and show that coherent
Cooper-pair transfer can, in principle, be detected using an inductively shunted ammeter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that electrons can be transferred throu
a mesoscopic device by means of adiabatic changes of
tem parameters, e.g., externally applied electric or magn
fields. Since the original work of Thouless,1 several theoret-
ical proposals concerning possible physical realizations
this phenomenon, usually referred to as parametric pump
have been put forward.2 Depending on the physical mech
nism employed, these proposals can be divided into
classes.

In open systems, i.e., systems consisting of several c
ducting parts, connected to each other by highly transmis
barriers, parametric pumping can be achieved through a
riodic modulation of phase of the scattering matrix asso
ated to the device.3 In these proposals, electronic phase c
herence plays a fundamental role and charge is transfe
coherently through the entire system. The amount of cha
that is transferred per period of the modulation is, in gene
a fraction of the electronic chargee, which depends on the
modulation path. In open devices, electron-electron inte
tions are weak and lead to~small! dephasing corrections t
the noninteracting result for charge transfer.

In the opposite limit of closed systems, i.e., several m
tallic islands connected to each other by ultrasmall tun
junctions, parametric pumping of charge is achieved by
riodic modulation of the so-called Coulomb blockade.4 In
these proposals, the presence of strong Coulomb repu
between electrons is essential. It leads to the quantizatio
charge on the islands in units ofe. A periodic modulation of
externally applied gate voltages leads to a periodic lifting
Coulomb blockade, which enables the transfer of exactly
electron per period through the device. The presence
phase coherence in this limit only leads to small correcti
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054510~11!/$20.00 68 0545
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to the classical result, through coherent higher-order cha
transfer processes known as~in!elastic cotunneling.5

Experimental evidence for parametric charge pumping
normal metallic systems has been found in both limits
open6 and closed7,8 systems.

The present paper is devoted to parametric pumping
superconducting system.9 It consists of superconducting is
lands, connected to each other by small tunnel junctions,
it is operated in the Coulomb blockade regime. From t
point of view the system is closed, and charge transfe
mainly classical, i.e., quantized in units of Cooper-p
charge 2e per period of the modulation. On the other han
phase is defined naturally in a superconducting system,
due to the Josephson coupling between the various par
the system phase coherence tends to be maintained thro
out the device. In this sense, a superconducting pump
haves as an open system, and the total charge transfer w
characterized by significant phase-coherent corrections to
classical result.10

We will be particularly interested in the influence of th
measurement apparatus of the amount of transferred ch
on the phase-coherent properties of a superconducting ch
pump. Measurement on a quantum coherent system
achieved by connecting it to the environment provided by
measuring device. The environment in turn can be mode
as a collection of harmonic oscillators. Depending on
environment, the quantum coherence is typically lost in ti
which we can call the dephasing or the decoherence t
once properly defined. We focus here on quantum cohe
systems formed of Josephson tunnel junctions and their e
tromagnetic environment. These systems,11–14 or we might
already call some of them devices to perform quantum lo
operations~see review in Ref. 15!, hold great promise in
quantum computing because of their potential in scalabil
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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In a superconducting system, the phase difference acro
junction follows the well-known ac and dc Josephson re
tions. The theory of phase fluctuations and environmen
well established for electrical circuits including small tunn
junctions.16–18What we do here specifically is the analysis
the back action of the measurement of electrical current o
circuit consisting of small Josephson junctions. In particu
we show that unlike in a standard dissipative ammeter,
phase diffusion is limited in a measurement performed by
inductively shunted measuring circuit. Measurement of t
currents provides a readout of Josephson-junction quan
bits, such as the one in the so-called ‘‘quantronium
experiment,14 or, in general, when reading out the persiste
current in a flux quantum bit@an rf Superconducting quan
tum interference device~SQUID! loop#.12,13 As a specific
example, we focus on a measurement of current in a do
island adiabatic Cooper-pair pump~CPP!, but our conclu-
sions concerning the effect of an inductance limited ph
diffusion measurement can easily be generalized to o
Josephson-junction circuits with straightforward modific
tions, which account for the different topology of the circu
to be measured.

II. THE MODEL

An electron pump is a reversible device which provid
quantized transport of electrical charge upon cyclic opera
of gates connected to it. The simplest variant is perhap
double island pump@see Fig. 1~a!# in which tiny metallic
~nonsuperconducting! or semiconducting grains are tunn
coupled to each other and to the surrounding electrodes,
capacitively coupled to two gates.7,8 The islands are so sma
that, due to their tiny capacitance, equilibrium charge c
figurations on them are determined solely by electrosta
on the single-electron level characterized by the scale

FIG. 1. Double island~a! electron and~b! Cooper-pair pump. A
symmetric pump consists of junctions with capacitanceC and Jo-
sephson coupling energyEJ . Gate capacitance isCg for both is-
lands and the gate voltages areVg1 and Vg2 for the first and the
second island, respectively. Electron pump can be operated
either zero or nonzero bias voltageV across it; Cooper-pair pump
has zero-bias voltage but it can be phase biased byw. In ~b!, we
also show the shorthand symbol used in the later figures for a
with phasew across it.
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charging energyEC . Applying p/2 phase-shifted harmoni
voltages to the two gates at a frequencyf, which is so low
that it allows the system to follow the ground-state config
ration of charging energy at each phase of operation, cur
through the pump equalsI P5e f, based on transport of on
electron per cycle, on a precision level of a few percent
more accurate but more complicated device can be built
increasing the number of islands and adjacent gates in
pump this approach has been taken to meet with requ
ments in metrology.19

If all the electrodes and islands are superconducting@see
Fig. 1~b!#, charge can be transported not only as sing
electrons, or rather quasiparticles with single electron cha
in this case, but also as Cooper-pairs.9,10 Ideally, in the ab-
sence of any bias voltage and at low temperaturesT such that
kBT!EC!D, whereD is the superconducting gap andEC
52e2/C (C is the junction capacitance!, the system is in the
Coulomb blockade regime, and only Cooper pairs are tra
ferred. In this regime, the device can be referred to as a C
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ5ĤC1ĤJ , ~1!

where

ĤC5 2
3 EC@~ n̂12nx1!21~ n̂22nx2!21~ n̂12nx1!~ n̂22nx2!#

~2!

is the charging energy of the islands, coupled capacitively
each other as well as to two gates 1 and 2. The oper
n̂1(2) denotes the number of excess Cooper pairs on isl
1~2! andnx1(x2) is the gate charge~in units of 2e) which can
be tuned by varying the gate voltageVg1(g2) . The Josephson
contribution is given by

ĤJ52EJ@cos~w/31f̂1!1cos~w/31f̂22f̂1!

1cos~w/32f̂2!#. ~3!

Here,EJ is the Josephson coupling energy of each junct
~assumed equal for the three junctions!. Throughout this pa-
per, we will work in the limitEJ!EC where charging effects
dominate. The phase operatorf̂1(2) is conjugate to the num
ber operatorn̂1(2) . The phase biasw is the phase difference
across the entire pump. As long as one can ignore any
namical environment,w can be considered as a classic
variable that can be set to a constant offset valuew5w0, for
instance, by applying a magnetic flux through the circuit
Fig. 1~b!.

We are interested in the charge transferred through
device upon a periodic modulation of the applied ga
chargesnx1(t) andnx2(t). Specifically, we assume the ga
modulation to be adiabatically slow, with a frequen
f !EJ

2/\EC . Under this condition, the system remains in t
ground state throughout the modulation if the temperatur
low, kBT!EJ . During one period of the modulation, th
two-component vectornW x5(nx1 ,nx2) describes a closed pat
in the corresponding two-dimensional plane, see, e.g., Fig
It can be shown10 that the transferred charge in the grou

ith

P
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state during one period of the modulation is given by a c
tour integral along the closed path followed bynW x ,

QP52\ImF (
nÞ0

R ~ Î !0n

E02En
^nu]nW x

0&•dnW xG . ~4!

Here, we introduced the instantaneous eigenstatesum& and
energiesEm of the corresponding time-dependent Ham
tonian ~1!, such thatĤ(t)um(t)&5Em(t)um(t)&. The matrix
element (Î )0n corresponds to the current operator of one
the junctions. For the leftmost junction, for instance, we ha

Î[ Î l5I J sin~f̂11w/3!, ~5!

whereI J52eEJ /\ is the Josephson critical current. The m
trix element is taken between the instantaneous ground
u0& and the instantaneous excited stateun&. An outline of the
derivation of Eq.~4! is given in Appendix A.

In the limit EJ /EC→0, to leading-order tunneling even
involving more than one junction can be ignored. As a res
a periodic gate modulation will lead to a transfer of a cha
QP52e per cycle through the pump, independent of the b
phasew0, see Appendix . This is the limit of incoheren
Cooper-pair tunneling. Experimentally, incoherent Coop
pair tunneling is best realized by a sufficiently dissipat
environment which completely randomizesw0, e.g., by fab-
ricating on-chip resistors near the pump, with resistance
the order or larger than the resistance quantum for Coo
pairs:RK/45h/(2e)2.6.45 kV.20

Deviations from the classical result are related to high
order tunneling processes. In general, pumps in the su
conducting state are less accurate than their normal-s
counterparts and one fundamental reason is the coheren
the superconducting wave function. In this paper, we
interested in the regime where coherent Cooper-pair tun
ing leads to an important correction to the incoherent cha
transfer. It provides an interesting, still unobserved quantu
mechanical interference correction to the pumped charge~or
pumped current in continuous cycling!:10

QP/2e.129~EJ /EC!cosw0 . ~6!

FIG. 2. Triangular gating sequence in thenx1 ,nx2 plane for the
pumping cycle as discussed in the text. Hexagons correspon
regions in which the—schematically indicated—classical cha
configurations are stable.
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This result is obtained for a triangular gating, as shown
Fig. 2; some details of the derivation are given in Append
. Although the result is perturbative inEJ /EC , the coherent
interference term may be appreciable. For example,
EJ /EC50.1, still rather well within the perturbative regime
the variation of the pumped currentI P[QPf is 1.8 times
larger than the magnitude of the incoherent currentI inc
[2e f. The coherent contribution to the current can be tun
by adjustingw0. By assuming a realistic operating frequen
of f 5100 MHz, 2e f equals 32 pA, and this would produc
variation in the interference term by 58 pA. Detecting th
phase coherent current would not only be fundamentally
teresting but it would also allow one to measure dephasin
a superconducting multijunction circuit coupled to a meas
ing device.

We finally note that, in addition to the currentI P5QPf
discussed so far, a direct Josephson currentI jos exists in re-
sponse to the phase biasw0. The Josephson current is max
mum, ;I J , at the triple pointP in Fig. 2, where the three
charge configurationsu0,0&, u1,0&, and u0,1& are degenerate
The gating sequence of interest here is away fromP: at any
given point along the cycle at most two out of the thr
aforementioned relevant charge configurations are dege
ate. At such a degeneracy, the Josephson current is sm
;I J(EJ /EC). The width of the degeneracy is finite
}EJ /EC . Hence, only a fraction of the total cycle contrib
utes to the Josephson current andI jos}I J(EJ /EC)2sinw0.
Thus,I jos can be distinguished fromI P , as it depends differ-
ently onw0 and is independent of the frequencyf.

III. COUPLING TO A MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

We propose two strategies to measure the pumped ch
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The first variant, in Fig. 3~a!, is a
generic inductively coupled measurement by a dc SQU
~input coil L, mutual inductanceM, shunt resistanceR). We
call this circuitA in the following. The second circuit, in Fig

to
e FIG. 3. Two specific examples of inductive measuring circu
for current. In~a! the SQUID ammeter is inductively coupled to th
measured circuit. In~b! current is measured by determining th
escape probability from the zero voltage state of a Josephson j
tion. The inductance is provided by the measuring junction. T
phasew can be adjusted by, e.g., applying a fluxF through the loop
of the CPP and the measuring circuit.
0-3
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3~b!, represents a directly coupled measurement of cur
by a Josephson junction. In this configuration, changes
current of the measured circuit are detected as change
lifetime of a metastable zero voltage~supercurrent! state of
the measuring current biased junction.14,21This measuremen
circuit will be calledB in what follows. The measuring junc
tion is biased with a currentI; its capacitanceCJ is the ca-
pacitance due to its typically planar geometry. When bia
near the critical current,I &I c , the junction can be charac
terized by the Josephson inductanceLJ5A2(\/2eIc)(1
2I /I c)

21/2. This relation conforms with the identity betwee
the plasma frequencyvp/2p and the circuit parameters o
the junction:vp5(LJCJ)

21/2.
The equivalent circuits corresponding toA and B are

shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. In~a! we assume
the SQUID to be a pure inductor of inductanceLs . In both
~a! and ~b! Cp represents the total capacitance across
pump circuit, including half of the ground capacitanceC0 of
the ~symmetric! pump loop. We assume that the gate capa
tances of the pump are small and can be neglected. In~b! the
current biased measuring junction is replaced by its re
tively and capacitively shunted junction~RCSJ! equivalent.

We do not consider in detail the exact electromagne
environment. But, as will be obvious, the value of the res
tance in shunting the SQUID inA or the junction inB does
not influence our general conclusion. Furthermore,
LC-type lines in the environment, not included in the pres
discussion, further help to decouple the dissipative envir
ment from the measured circuit. InA we can assume that th
parallel amplifier impedance and inB the dissipative~real!
part of the environment are included inR.

A few words on the current resolutiondI of the two cir-
cuits are in order. In an optimum measurement by circuitA,
dI is quantum limited todI /AD f ;A4p\/L, whereD f is
the bandwidth of the measurement. This holds for perf
coupling to the SQUID. InsertingL5100 nH, we obtain
dI /AD f ;120 fA and for the bandwidthD f 510 kHz, we
havedI;12 pA. For faster measurement, one needs hig
input inductance: to achieve 10-pA resolution at 1 MHz,L
should exceed 10mH, which starts to influence the pum

FIG. 4. Circuit models of the two measuring devices: in~a! we
model the SQUID by an inductor with inductanceLs and in~b! the
Josephson junction is represented by a parallelLRC circuit.
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operation itself, as will be discussed below. The current re
lution of circuit B depends on optimizing its performanc
through the measuring junction characteristics. The ultim
limit of resolution can be reached when the junction is in t
macroscopic quantum tunneling~MQT! limit, where escape
to a finite voltage state is via tunneling through the wa
board potential and thermal escape over the barrier is pro
ited due to low temperature. Using a trapezoidal curr
pulse of heightI and durationDt, we then have the probabil
ity P512exp(2GDt) to escape from the zero voltage sta
G is the MQT escape rate. SinceG depends on the bia
current I, we can useP as a measure of the total curre
through the junction: ideally, this current is the sum of t
bias current and the current to be measured, as suggeste
Vion et al.,14 whereby a figure of merit of the measureme
is dI 5dP/(]P/]I ) giving the smallest resolvable curren
Here, dP is the resolution in readingP, which for typical
averaging is of the order of 0.01. By a straightforward ana
sis, we find out that there is a tradeoff of junction paramet
in the sense that by reducingdI ~by increasing the ratio
CJ /I c), we lower at the same rate the crossover tempera
T0 from thermally activated escape to MQT. Using this, w
can find an approximate answer]P/]I;(\/2e)/(kBT0).
This, in turn, withdP50.01, and by settingT0530 mK, a
realistic electron temperature in an experiment, yieldsdI
;10 pA. The bandwidth of this measurement depends
various technical parameters in the setup and we will
discuss it here. The comparison of the two measuremen
limited by the fact that they present fundamentally differe
approaches. CircuitA aims at a continuous monitoring of th
current at a certain bandwidth. CircuitB in turn tries to grab
information of the CPP current in a single shot or by succ
sive current pulses into the escape junction. Both of them
achieve the requested current resolution, but the suitabilit
the two depends on how they interfere with the measu
CPP and whether one can initialize the CPP controllab
One of the advantages of circuitB is that the phase fluctua
tions are smaller owing to the smaller inductance of t
detector.

In the presence of the measuring circuit, the bias ph
difference w acquires its own dynamics. As a result, th
phase will contain a fluctuating part,w(t)5w01f(t), and
this will, in general, modify the pumped charge. Befo
studying this modification in detail for the setups of Fig.
we analyze the time dependence of phase fluctuations
duced by the measuring circuits. Fluctuation-dissipat
theorem implies that the mean square of the fluctuati
obeys the relation

^f2~ t !&58E
0

`dv

v

Re Z~v!

RK
cothS \v

2kBTD @12cos~vt !#.

~7!

In quantifying the phase fluctuations, we thus need to kn
the real~dissipative! part of the impedance seen by the me
sured circuit, ReZ(v), wherev is the ~angular! frequency.

Circuit A. In this case, we obtain
0-4
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Re ZA~v!5
M2Rv2

R2~12LCpv2!21v2Ls
2@12~12g!LCpv2#2

,

~8!

with g5M2/(LsL). For typical experimental values this rep
resents a narrow resonance peak atv.vLC , where vLC
[(LCp)21/2 is the naturalLC resonance~angular! frequency
of the CPP circuit alone. We first study the limitg!1, i.e.,
weak coupling of the measuring circuit. The circuit can th
behave in two different ways depending on whether the
rametera2[(vLCLs /R)2 is either !1 or @1. In the first
limit, the resonant frequency isvLC and the width of the
peak is dv/vLC.(M /L)2AL/Cp/(2R)5ga/2!1. The
product of the width and height of the resonance peak
Re Z(v)maxdv.vLCAL/Cp, independent ofR. In the sec-
ond limit, a2@1, which corresponds to most experimen
conditions, the measuring circuit decreases the effective
ductance of the resonant circuit and the resonant freque
@maximum of ReZA(v)] is shifted very slightly upwards to
vLC /A12g. The width of the peak is nowdv/vLC

.(M /Ls)
2R/(2AL/Cp)5g/(2a)!1. The product of the

width and height is again ReZ(v)maxdv.vLCAL/Cp, in-
dependent ofR.

From Eqs.~7! and~8!, we see that in both limits the phas
fluctuations do not diverge with time. Instead, we have ini
oscillations which dephase and asymptotically the fluct
tions tend to a constant expectation value. This behavio
not so unexpected since the measured circuit forms es
tially a SQUID loop, where the average voltage over t
junctions vanishes. The decay time of coherent phase o
lations turns out to betdec,A5LCpR/(gLs) whena2!1 and
tdec,A5Ls /(gR) in the opposite limit. We obtain the follow
ing expressions for the mean square in the short- and lo
time limits, respectively,

^f2~ t !&.4pSAL/Cp

RK
D cothS \vLC

2kBT D
3H @12cos~vLCt !# if t!tdec,A

1 if t@tdec,A .
~9!

In the opposite limit of strong coupling of the measuri
circuit, g→1, we essentially approach circuitB to be dis-
cussed below.

Circuit B. In this case, we have

Re ZB~v!5
LJ

2Rv2

R2~12LJCJ* v2!21v2LJ
2

, ~10!

with CJ* [CJ1Cp . In this case, the low damping limit cor
responds to dv/vLC.ALJ /CJ* /R!1, where vLC

[(LJCJ* )21/2 is again theLC resonance~angular! frequency
of the CPP circuit now with the measuring junction. In th
limit, the maximum of the real impedance is ReZB(v)max
.R and the product of height and width
Re ZB(v)maxdv.vLCALJ /CJ* , again independent ofR.
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The coherence of oscillations in the underdamped c
dv/vLC!1 dies in a timetdec,B52 RCJ* , and as a result
the asymptotics of the mean square for short and long tim
are given by

^f2~ t !&.4pSAL/CJ*

RK
D cothS \vLC

2kBT D
3H @12cos~vLCt !# if t!tdec,B

1 if t@tdec,B .
~11!

It is interesting to see how the resonance behavior ch
acteristic for circuitsA andB transforms into an essentiall
diffusive one when the quality factor of the resonance in
dissipativeLC circuit gets lower. Let us consider circuitB as
the example. In the overdamped case,dv/vLC@1, the phase
fluctuations are diffusive whent!tdec. In particular, when
kBT@\vLC , we have

^f2~ t !&.8pkBTRt/~\RK!, ~12!

such as in a purely dissipative environment.22 At
t;dv/vLC

2 , the phase fluctuations level off at the valu
given by the long-time, high-temperature limit in Eq.~11!,

^f2~ t !&.8pkBTLJ /~\RK!. ~13!

In the limit dv/vLC@1, the circuit attains features, on on
hand, of an inductance limited phase diffusion measurem
and, on the other hand, of a dissipatively dephasing envir
ment.

Illustrations of the results of this section for model circu
B are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5~a!, we see the results o
numerically calculated̂f2(t)& for typical parameter values
and Fig. 5~b! shows ReZ(v) with the same parameter va

FIG. 5. ~a! Numerically calculated̂f2& for circuit B. In ~b! we
show ReZ(v). The parameter values for these graphs areLJ

50.1 nH, CJ* 50.1 pF, R51 kV, T550 mK, wherebydv/vLC

50.031 62 andvLC53.16231011 s21. ~c! and ~d!: demonstration
of the influence of the overdamped inductive environment. For b
graphs, we used the following parameters:dv/vLC510,
\vLC /kBT50.1, R55V. The predictions of Eqs.~12! and~13! are
shown by the dotted and the dashed lines, respectively, and
intersect atvLCt5dv/vLC .
0-5
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ues. Figure 5~c! demonstrates the crossover suggested
Eqs.~12! and~13! in the dissipative case; the correspondi
Re Z(v) is shown in Fig. 5~d!.

The analysis of the mean square of the fluctuating ph
performed in this section indicates that the measuring
cuitsA andB, unlike a purely resistive environment, will no
lead to a complete suppression of coherence of the CPP
phase diffusion is essentially limited by the inductance.
the following section, we will analyze the influence of the
fluctuations on the amount of~coherently! transferred charge
through the pump. As we will see, fluctuations renormal
not only parameters of the pump, but may also induce~co-
herent! higher-order charge transfer, such as cotunnel
Both effects lead to additional corrections to the pump
charge.

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE MEASURING CIRCUIT
ON THE TRANSFERRED CHARGE

A convenient way to discuss the influence of the meas
ing apparatus on the charge transferred during one pum
cycle is to formulate the problem in the framework of t
so-called effective action approach. This approach ena
one to obtain the partition function of the pump together w
its measuring environment as a path integral. For the cas
an inductive environment, the degrees of freedom of the
vironment can be integrated out approximately, and we
tain an effective action that describes the low-energy beh
ior of the pump, in the presence of the measuring circ
From this effective action, we will obtain an effective Ham
tonian for the pump, which is essentially Hamiltonian~1! up
to two modifications:~i! the Josephson energyEJ in Eq. ~3!
should be replaced by a renormalized valueEJ,eff and ~ii ! a
term Ĥ ind should be added, which accounts for correla
tunneling events induced by the measuring circuit. B
modifications will lead to corrections to result~6!.

A. Effective action

We start our analysis by considering the total equilibriu
partition function of the pump together with the measuri
circuit,

Ztot5E Df1Df2Dfe2S,

where the Euclidean actionS of the system is given byS
5SC1SJ1Sbath . Here,SC andSJ are the actions associate
with the HamiltoniansĤC andĤJ defined in Eqs.~2! and~3!,
respectively. Specifically, the actionSJ is given by

SJ5EJ(
i 51

3 E
0

b

dt cos@df~t! i1f~t!/3#,

where we introduced the phase differences across each
tion in the CPP:df15w0/31f1 , df25w0/31f22f1, and
df35w0/32f2. The third term,Sbath , is the action describ-
ing the measuring circuit. Due to this contribution, the pha
biasw has acquired a dynamical partf(t), such thatw(t)
5w01f(t). The actionSbath can be written as
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Sbath5
1

2E0

bE
0

b

dtdt8f~t!Df~t2t8!f~t8!, ~14!

where b51/T ~in this section, we use units such that\
5kB51). The kernelDf(t) is related to the impedance o
the measuring circuit,23 Df(t)5T(nDf( ivn)e2 ivnt, where

Df~ ivn!5
1

4e2

uvnu
Z~ i uvnu!

. ~15!

Here,vn is a bosonic Matsubara frequency,vn52pnT. It is
possible to get an effective action depending on the pha
f1(t) andf2(t) of the islands only. We write the total pa
tition function as

Ztot.E Df1Df2e2Seff.

To second order inEJ , Seff is found by a reexponentiation o
the averageŝSJ& and ^SJ

2& over the actionSbath . For the
average ofSJ , we find

^SJ&5EJ,eff(
i 51

3 E
0

b

dt cosdf i~t!, ~16!

where we introduced the renormalized Josephson coupli

EJ,eff5EJe
2Gf(t50)/18, ~17!

with the phase-phase correlation function

Gf~t!5T(
n

Df
21~vn!e2 ivnt. ~18!

For the average ofSJ
2 , we obtain

^SJ
2&5

EJ,eff
2

2 (
i , j 51

3 E
0

b

dt1dt2

3H cosdf i~t1!cosdf j~t2! (
s561

esGf(t12t2)/9

1sindf i~t1!sindf j~t2! (
s561

sedGf(t12t2)/9J .

~19!

We see that at this order an interaction term appears, wh
kernel depends on the correlation functionGf(t). As al-
ready discussed in the preceding section, fluctuations in
bias phase are bound for the particular measuring envi
ments we are considering. In the limit of small phase flu
tuations, the correlationsGf;^f(t)f& remain small, allow-
ing us to expand the exponentials in Eq.~19! with respect to
Gf . Therefore, we can write

^SJ
2&5EJ,eff

2 (
i , j 51

3 E
0

b

dt1dt2@cosdf i~t1!cosdf j~t2!

1 1
9 sindf i~t1!Gf~t12t2!sindf j~t2!#. ~20!
0-6
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We are now in a position to obtain the effective acti
Seff ,

Seff5SC1SJ,eff1Sind ,

where

SJ,eff5EJ,eff(
i 51

3 E
0

b

dt cosdf i~t! ~21!

and

Sind52
EJ,eff

2

9 (
i , j 51

3 E
0

b

dt1dt2sindf i~t1!

3Gf~t12t2!sindf j~t2!. ~22!

The influence of the measuring circuit is indeed twofold:~i!
In the effective action, the bare Josephson coupling ene
EJ has been replaced by an effective, renormalized va
EJ,eff ; ~ii ! The measuring circuit correlates tunneling eve
at different junctions, as is seen from Eq.~22!. Physically, a
tunneling event occurring at timet1 in junction i virtually
excites the measuring environment, which, upon relaxat
causes a second tunneling event in junctionj at timet2. In
other words, the environment induces higher-order tunne
events in the pump of the cotunneling type. Clearly, both~i!
and~ii ! will modify the charge transferred through the pum
as we will discuss in more detail below.

B. Renormalized Josephson coupling

In order to evaluate the renormalized Josephson coup
energyEJ,eff as given by Eq.~17!, we need to calculate th
correlation functionGf , Eq.~18!, at timet50. This implies
calculating the sum over all Matsubara frequencies of
quantityZ( i uvnu)/uvnu, which involves the total, imaginary
time response of the circuit,Z( i uvnu). For the circuitsA and
B of interest here we find

ZA~ i uvu!/uvu

5
RL1~12g!LsLuvu

R~11LCpuvu2!1Lsuvu@11~12g!LCpuvu2#

~23!

and

ZB~ i uvu!/uvu5
RLJ

R~11LJCJ* uvu2!1uvuLJ

, ~24!

respectively. Note that, upon analytic continuationivn→v
1 i0, the real part ofZA,B( i uvnu) coincides with results~8!
and ~10!, respectively.

From a closer inspection of Eqs.~23! and ~24!, we see
that we can obtainZB from ZA upon taking the limitg→1 in
Eq. ~23!, thereby replacingL andLs by LJ . We will, there-
fore, focus on circuitA in what follows; the results obtaine
can be used to analyze circuitB after taking proper limits.
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In the zero-temperature limitT→0, the sum overvn in
Eq. ~18! can be replaced by an integral. In this limit, th
renormalized Josephson coupling energy can be written
EJ,eff5EJe

2h0, where

h05
4vLCL

9RK
E

0

`

dx
11a~12g!x

11x21ax@11~12g!x2#
.

We introduced the dimensionless integration variablex
5v/vLC and used the parametera5vLCLs /R introduced in
Sec. III. Note that the integral is always finite: the integra
is well behaved, both for small values ofx, reflecting the fact
that low-frequency phase fluctuations are limited by the pr
ence of an inductance in the circuit, and for large values ox,
reflecting the natural high-frequency cutoff of the fluctu
tions provided by the presence of capacitances. In Fig. 6,
plotted h0 as a function of the dimensionless quantitiesa
andg. Let us use some realistic parameter values to estim
the effect. For circuitA, a;1 andg!1; hence, we have
h0&0.1 andEJ,eff*0.9EJ . For circuit B, a;1022 and g
[1; hence, we haveh0&1023 andEJ,eff.EJ . We conclude
that the renormalization ofEJ is always weak. This resul
confirms the analysis of Sec. III: for small values ofa or g
the parameterh0 indeed equals the asymptotic values f
^f2&/18, see Eqs.~9! and ~11!. Thus, for suitably chosen
parameters, the measuring circuitA ~as well asB! will not
suppress the coherent coupling between various parts o
pump.

The results presented so far are valid at zero tempera
T50, and in the absence of a gate modulation,f 50. Finite
temperature introduces a correction toh0 due to the summa-
tion over Matsubara frequencies in Eq.~17!. As long as the
inductanceL of the pump is small compared to the indu
tance\/(2eIJ) of the Josephson junctions, this correctio
can be neglected at temperatures of interest herekBT!EJ .
The effect of a finite frequencyf can also be ignored at thi
point, since we are working in the leading order in the ad
batic approximation.

The above results, obtained for an inductive environme
should be contrasted with the effect of a purely resist
measuring circuit, characterized by a resistanceR0. In this
case, the low-frequency impedance is constant,Z.R0, and
the sum over Matsubara frequencies in Eq.~18! diverges
logarithmically. This reflects the fact that the low-frequen
fluctuations of the phase are unbound. As a result, the

FIG. 6. Renormalization parameterh0 for circuit A in units
vLCL/RK as a function ofa andg.
0-7
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sephson coupling will be significantly renormalized. Inde
in the case of a very resistive environment, characterized
a large dimensionless resistance ratio 4R0/9RK@1, the
renormalized Josephson coupling atT50 is given byEJ,eff
;EJ( f R0Cp)4R0/9RK, which depends explicitly on the ope
ating frequencyf of the pump. This means that the Josephs
energy is completely suppressed in the absence of a
modulation, f 50. For finite values off, the pump will be
characterized by a finite Josephson coupling energy; h
ever, its value will be small,EJ,eff

2 /EC!\ f , for any reason-
able operating frequency. We thus conclude that it is pra
cally impossible to operate the pump in the adiaba
regime if R0 is large. In the opposite limit of a weakl
resistive environment, 4R0/9RK!1, one finds EJ,eff
;EJ(EJR0Cp /\)4R0/9RK&EJ : the renormalization of the Jo
sephson coupling is limited. We conclude that, at least
principle, the device can be operated coherently in the a
batic regime in the presence of weak dissipation, as long
R0 is sufficiently small.

C. Calculation of the transferred charge

We finally turn to the actual calculation of the char
transferred per cycle. In order to use Eq.~4!, which involves
instantaneous eigenstates of a Hamiltonian, it is conven
to transform the effective actionSeff into an effective Hamil-
tonian, Ĥeff5ĤC1ĤJ,eff1Ĥ ind . With the help of Eq.~21!,
we see thatĤJ,eff can be obtained directly from Eq.~3!,
replacingEJ by the renormalized valueEJ,eff . The Hamil-
tonian Ĥ ind is obtained fromSind , which depends on the
correlation functionGf . The fact thatGf is, in general,
nonlocal in time complicates matters. However, for the m
suring circuitA, the dynamics at low frequencies is dom
nated by the inductanceL ~for circuit B, it is LJ). Provided
that L is small, such thatL!\/(2eIJ), the relevant correla-
tions are local in time andGf(t).(8pL/RK)d(t). In other
words, the two correlated tunneling events induced by
measuring environment are instantaneous on the slow
scale characterizing the junction dynamics. Substituting
above local form for the correlatorGf into Eq. ~22! and
performing one of the integrations over imaginary time,
see that the resultingSind can be transformed into

Ĥ ind52
EJ,eff

18

EJ,effL

~\/2e!2 (
i , j 51

3

sindf i sindf j . ~25!

The calculation ofQP with Eq. ~4! with the Hamiltonian
Ĥeff for a triangular gating sequence is straightforward.
noring Ĥ ind , one obtains result~6!, with EJ replaced by its
renormalized valueEJ,eff . If Ĥ ind is taken into account, a
correction is found due to coherent higher-order tunnel
events induced by the inductive environment. Referring
reader to Appendix for details, we only present the final
sult:

QP/2e.12S 9
EJ,eff

EC
2

1

6

EJ,effL

~\/2e!2D cosw0 . ~26!
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Taking EJ /EC50.1 with EC;1 K, the renormalization of
EJ is negligible. With L5100 nH ~circuit A!, the second
correction EJ,effL/@6(\/2e)2#.0.2, whereas for circuitB
this would beEJ,effL/@6(\/2e)2#.231024.

V. DISCUSSION

The CPP has a few properties that make it an attrac
object of investigation both theoretically and experimenta
The mechanism for deviations of the pumped charge fr
the quantized value are interesting in their own right. The
include Landau-Zener~LZ! band crossing, quasiparticle cu
rent, and last but not least the topic of the current paper,
coherent quantum interference in Cooper-pair transp
They all can be avoided at least, in principle, by using
favorable operation mode: LZ crossing can be minimized
operating the pump at low enough frequency,f
!EJ

2/(\EC), quasiparticle current by low temperature a
careful filtering of the sample, and coherence induced c
rections by dissipative environment of the CPP.

Quantized charge transport is being investigated larg
because it may eventually fulfill the requirements of prov
ing a modern standard for electrical current. At the sa
time, it would close the metrological triangle of electric
quantities: by now both the voltage and resistance have t
quantum standards, Josephson voltage and quantum Ha
sistance, respectively, and by determining the current us
I 5q f would test the validity of Ohm’s law with the sam
value of Planck’s constant in the two. But there are serio
problems to be solved beforeI can be determined at suffi
cient absolute accuracy, error rate being smaller than 127

and output current on the nanoamperes scale. The forem
problems are either the very small current obtained in
tunnel junction based pumps or the errors in the numbe
electrons carried in the moving quantum dots in the semic
ductor pumps.

Cooper-pair pump may solve these problems eventua
The current limitation can perhaps be lifted by using high
values ofEJ employing Josephson junctions made of a s
perconductor with higherTc than that of aluminum~1 K!. An
obvious candidate is niobium, whereTc.9 9, whereby
yielding an almost one order of magnitude enhancemen
EJ}Tc . Fabricating small junctions using Nb has, howev
turned out to be a challenge, which has not been fully sol
yet.24,25The second problem is how to suppress errors du
the quantum interference in the CPP without disturbing
operation of the pump otherwise. As an example, by ins
ing a highly dissipative termination to the pump, heati
becomes a problem especially at the desired higher throu
put currents. Therefore, understanding the nature of this
terference is of importance in optimizing the operation of t
CPP. One alternative to dissipative environment is to emp
pumps with larger number of junctions,N, since the interfer-
ence correction is proportional to (EJ /EC)N22.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF Eq. „4…

The HamiltonianĤ, Eq. ~1!, depends explicitly on the
gate chargesnx1 andnx2 through the charging termĤC , Eq.
~2!. As a result of the periodic modulation of the vectornW x
5(nx1 ,nx2) as a function of time, the Hamiltonian becom
time dependent. If the modulation is adiabatically slo
Schrödinger’s equationi\]ucm(t)&/]t5Ĥ(t)ucm(t)& is sat-
isfied by an adiabatic state of the form

ucm~ t !&5expF2 i E t

dt8Em~ t8!/\ Geigm(t)um~ t !&,

where um(t)& is an instantaneous eigenstate ofĤ(t) with
energyEm(t) andgm is Berry’s phase.26

The expectation value of any time-independent Hermit
operatorÔ in the stateucm(t)& is, in general, time dependen
and given by^O(t)&5^cm(t)uÔucm(t)&5^m(t)uÔum(t)&.
Specifically, we see that the dynamics of^O(t)& is governed
by the instantaneous eigenstates. Using the fact thatuṁ&

5nẆ x•]nW x
um&, whereȧ[da/dt, we obtain

^Ȯ&52 Re(
nÞm

^muÔun&^nu]nW x
m&•nẆ x . ~A1!

Note that the termn5m can be excluded from the sum i
Eq. ~A1!, as^nu]nW x

n& is purely imaginary. This can be see

using the normalization condition̂nun&51 from which we
obtain]nW x

^nun&5052 Rê nu]nW x
n&.

We are interested in the total chargeQP transferred
through the pump during one cycle. Since the modulatio
periodic,QP is the total charge transferred through any of t
junctions during the cycle, e.g., the leftmost oneQl . Let us
consider the matrix elements of the current passing thro
the left junction,^mu Î l un&, see Eq.~5!,

^mu Î l un&[
i

\
^mu@Ĥ,Q̂l #un&5

i

\
~Em2En!^muQ̂l un&.

~A2!

Applying result ~A1! to the charge operatorQ̂l and using
~A2!, we obtain

^Q̇l&52\ Im (
nÞm

^mu Î l un&
Em2En

^nu]nW x
m&•nẆ x . ~A3!

Therefore, the total charge passing through the pump in
stateucm& is given by
05451
-
.

-

,

n

is

h

e

QP5E
cycle

dt^Q̇l&52\ ImF (
nÞm

R ~ Î l !mn

Em2En
^nu]nW x

m&•dnW xG
~A4!

which is the result, Eq.~4!, upon settingum&5u0&.

APPENDIX B: TRANSFERRED CHARGE
FOR TRIANGULAR GATING

In this appendix, we outline the perturbative calculati
of QP with Eq. ~4!, for a triangular gating sequence as in F
2. This sequence corresponds to a contour consisting of t
linear segments,~1!, ~2!, and~3!, in which, respectively, the
gate-charge vectornW x is changed adiabatically from~0,0! to
~1,0!, increasingnx1; then from~1,0! to ~0,1!, simultaneously
decreasingnx1 and increasingnx2; finally from ~1,0! to ~0,0!,
decreasingnx2. In this appendix, when evaluatingQP , we
will present explicit calculations for segment~1! from ~0,0!
to ~1,0! only, i.e., we will calculate

QP
(1)52\ ImF (

nÞ0
E

0

1 ~ Î l !0n

E02En
^nu]nx1

0&dnx1G . ~B1!

Results for segments~2! and ~3! will be simply stated, their
calculation being essentially analogous to the one for s
ment ~1!.

Since EJ!EC , only a limited number of charge state
need to be taken into account in the calculation. This ena
one to proceed perturbatively; below we will consider va
ous contributions toQP that arise in different orders of per
turbation theory.

1. Incoherent contribution

In leading order, the only relevant charge states for s
ment ~1! of interest, here are the eigenstatesu0,0& and u1,0&
of ĤC , Eq. ~2!, which are mixed coherently byĤJ , Eq. ~3!.
This is analogous to the coherent mixing of charge states
single Cooper-pair box, see Ref. 15. The two lowest inst
taneous eigenstates are therefore

u0&5au0,0&1eiw0/3bu1,0&, ~B2!

u1&5bu0,0&2eiw0/3au1,0&, ~B3!

with an energy differenceE12E05EJA11e2. Here,
a2512b25(1/2)(11e/A11e2) such that ab
51/(2A11e2). The dependence on the parameternx1 enters
through e5(2EC/3EJ)(122nx1). Higher states can be ig
nored as they are separated in energy by an amount;EC .

We proceed by evaluating the various terms appearin
Eq. ~B1!. In order to obtain the matrix elements (Î l)01 for
current through the leftmost junction, it is convenient to u
the charge representation of Eq.~5!. Puttingw5w0, we find
0-9
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Î l5
I J

2i (
n1 ,n2

~eiw0/3un1 ,n2&^n111,n2u

2e2 iw0/3un111,n2&^n1 ,n2u!. ~B4!

A direct calculation, using the above decomposition ofu0&
and u1& into charge states, then yields (Î l)0152I J/2i . Simi-
larly, the decomposition can be used to calculate^1u]nx1

0&
5b]nx1

a2a]nx1
b. Finally, using the equalityE12E0

5EJ/2ab, we obtain, in leading order,

QP
(1).4eE

0

1

ab~a]nx1
b2b]nx1

a!dnx1

.8eE
0

1

a~12a2!da52e. ~B5!

In this order, the contributions from segments~2! and~3!
are zero, and we conclude thatQP52e. Indeed, in the ab-
sence of higher-order tunneling processes, the cur
through the leftmost junction is not affected by the coher
mixing of charge statesu1,0& and u0,1& along segment~2! or
of u0,1& andu0,0& along segment~3!. Below, we will include
higher-order tunneling which leads to corrections to th
results of the order ofEJ /EC .

2. Coherent correction

We now take into account the charge states thatĤJ mixes
into u0& and u1& by second-order tunneling processes. F
segment~1! of interest, these are the charge statesu0,1& and
u1,21&. Straightforward second-order perturbation theo
yields the correction to the statesu0& and u1&,

du0&5cu1& and du1&5c* u0&, ~B6!

where

c5~3EJ /EC!ab~b2eiw02a2e2 iw0!. ~B7!

The energiesE0 and E1 are also renormalized, yielding
correction to the energy difference

d~E12E0!5~6EJ
2/EC!ab cosw0 . ~B8!

Note the appearance in this order of a dependence of
corrections on the bias phasew0. Along segment~1!, phase
coherence through the entire pump is established by cohe
mixing at the leftmost junction in combination with secon
order tunneling through the middle and rightmost junctio

The matrix elements ofÎ l are not affected by the correc
tions. Using Eq. ~B6!, we obtain d( Î l)015c* @( Î l)00

1( Î l)11#, which vanishes since the instantaneous eigenst
carry no current: (Î l)005( Î l)1150, as can be seen easi
from Eqs.~B2!–~B4!. However,d^1u]nx1

0& is nonvanishing,

d^1u]nx1
0&5]nx1

c. The resulting correction toQP
(1) can be

written as the integral
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dQP
(1)

2e
5

EJ

EC
cosw0E

0

1

dnx1$24~ab!3~b]nx1
a2a]nx1

b!

26ab@~b323a2b!]nx1
a2~a3232a!]nx1

b#%,

~B9!

where the first term stems from the energy renormalizat
~B8! and the second term from the correctiond^1u]nx1

0&,
calculated taking a derivative in Eq.~B7!. Direct integration
yields

dQP
(1)/2e523

EJ

EC
cosw0 .

A similar calculation for segments~2! and ~3! yields the
same result. In other words, the total correction toQP is
given bydQP522e(9EJ /EC)cosw0, in agreement with Eq.
~4!.

3. Correction due to inductive coupling

We finally consider the corrections toQP associated with
the HamiltonianĤ ind , Eq. ~25!, which depends quadraticall
on EJ . Hence, first-order perturbation theory inĤ ind yields a
correction toQP which is linear inEJ . We first find the
corrections to the lowest instantaneous eigenstates

du0&5du1& and du1&52d* u1&, ~B10!

where

d5$EJ,effL/@18~\/2e!2#%ab~a2e2 iw02b2eiw0!.
~B11!

The energy difference is renormalized as well,

d~E12E0!52$EJ,eff
2 L/@9~\/2e!2#%ab cosw0 .

~B12!

Comparing these results with the corresponding o
found in the preceding section, Eqs.~B6!–~B8!, we conclude
that the subsequent calculation will be completely equival
to the one performed in the preceding section. Indeed,
matrix elements ofÎ l are not affected by the corrections, an
the contribution fromd^1u]nx1

0& is equal to]nx1
d. As a

result, the correctiondQP, ind
(1) can be presented as an integr

similar to the one in Eq.~B9!. Segments~2! and~3! give the
same contribution and the total correction toQP due toĤ ind
is therefore given by

dQP, ind52e$EJ,effL/@6~\/2e!2#%cosw0 ,

in agreement with Eq.~26!. The result is perturbative, th
parameterEJ,effL/(\/2e)2 must be small compared to unity
This is in agreement with the conditionL!(\/2eIJ) stated
in the main text for the derivation of the HamiltonianĤ ind .
0-10
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